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Kennedy' s- 

"A spokesman for the family said that 	in retrospect, the whole agreement to h'ecre this book was 3 mistakeM In 1964, however, it se 'reed like a good idea'." 
From the ofricial statement: 
Of the tapes, "It was understood thst all such tapes were to be deposited in the Kennedy Library to be made available to future historieans at e time designated by the pe!sons interviewed. There are 300 such tapes already on deposit..." 

"Mr. --anchester's book was not to be a corn .erciel enterprise. Er. vienchester pub-licly aclmoeledged this..." 

( "...nor were the tapes of their (Bobbie end Jackie) interviews with Mr. Idanehester ever turned ovrr to the library." 

"No member of the 7ennedy family supervised or directed his work in any way, nor did they discuss the book with him. He was completely on his own." 

Reference to "personal passages end inaccuracies" 

About the suit, at the very end, just before filing, "Even then there was hesitation, For we all knew how difficult would be the storm that was sure to cone. A controversy, however, would end, *qe the published material :would live forever. 7;e also knew that some fo the material might-be-Torinted in any event; but it would be transitory and fragmented, and, at least, lack the seeming ac,Vescence of the 	of Preside4t John Kennedy. And so the l'O'ITOTT-sWer 	 e'VtenT.T:-Therecorded , iffferYlewn-NT71-1M-teposited in the Kennedy Library 	Thus it ie important to lite 

ithat on the ti-.le page of each copy of the book published in the United States or abroad there will apeear the fallowing words: 
'Harper & Row wishes to m:ke it clear that neither i.lrs. John F. Kennedy nor Senator Robert Kennedy has in any way epproved of or endorsed the meterial appearing in this book. The author, Williemeuanchester, and the publishers assume - complete end sole responsibility'." 


